
 

 

Summer Term Newsletter 2020               

 

Dear Flamingos, 

Get outside and spot summer! 

https://www.google.com/search?q=olaf+I+love+summer&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB751GB7

51&oq=olaf+I+love+summer 

Firstly, as I write to you all looking outside my living room window, I can see my cherry 

blossom tree has sprung into life with an abundance of pink colour, much like the 

picture above. The sun is shining but it still is very chilly. I aim to go for a walk later 

and hopefully will spot the signs of summer that will soon be upon us. Mrs Courtney has 

had some very exciting news for us all in as much we have received a donation to use 

for plants in school so our outdoor learning will be up and running when we go back. She 

is busy planting seeds to start us off. We will hear more news about this when we 

eventually get back together again. Maybe, you could go for a walk and spot all of the 

signs for Olaf! 

 

Thank you for those that have been keeping in touch with me via Tapestry. It has been 

amazing to see all of the lovely learning that you have been completing at home. Keep up 

the hard work and I am sure that this will keep those key skills ticking along until we 

can meet again! Your children, as usual, have thrown themselves into a new way of life 

https://www.google.com/search?q=olaf+I+love+summer&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB751GB751&oq=olaf+I+love+summer
https://www.google.com/search?q=olaf+I+love+summer&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB751GB751&oq=olaf+I+love+summer


 

 

with gusto and resilience which illustrates their confidence and security.  I am sure we 

are all proud of them. 

 

I have attached another file for home learning. The timetable is a rough idea to use if 

you wish for some structure. However, there is enough learning to cover at least two 

weeks or more and I shall add more to help you in due course.  

Phonics 

The phonics videos have been kindly shared via a group I belong to and are intended to 

be used with an adult sitting alongside to listen and remind for sounding and blending. 

Reception children are consolidating phase 2 and learning new sounds from phase 3 

onwards. The sound mats are on the website and if you wish to work systematically 

through them it would help the children. This should then be consistently revisited and 

I will assess the children as soon as we are back together but in the meantime please 

do what you feel comfortable with.  Year 1 can consolidate phase 4 and 5 working on 

sentences and letter strings – I will add a letter string mat to the files to aid and 

direct. Should any one wish to have a ‘bespoke’ worksheet or words to decode’ for a 

sound they are working on I will open a file and upload as required. Just contact me via 

Tapestry and then this will avoid unnecessary uploading and influx of work that is not 

required.  

Should you require a more structured phonics session then Monster Phonics (we use 

this in school as well as the Bug Club Scheme) have just offered a home learning 

platform for parents to use. Either reception or year 1 depending on your child you will 

find sessions, videos and activities to do. There is a cover letter from Monster Phonics 

with the website and username, passwords to use in the home learning file for your to 

access.  

Have fun with phonics!  And remember although it seems a lot we are all working at 

different points. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u85Yoxl6lyWNjRSHcMTO6Uk526y1lPiG


 

 

Maths 

Both White Rose Maths and Hamilton continue to provide excellent practise of key 

skills. White Rose would be the preferred option to use daily as this is in line with our 

mastery approach.  

English 

Pie Corbett has arranged for yearly T4W texts and planning to be used and I have 

uploaded the reception and year one units for you to use at your leisure should you wish 

to work on literacy skills.  I will upload other units as the weeks go by. 

Science 

With regards to Science – I have uploaded a stem timetable of activities that will be 

fun and educational to do in the afternoons and these are loo linked to the areas of 

learning we have covered or need to cover.  Again, there are lots of activities to choose 

from and can be dipped into over the following weeks. 

Reading  

Everyone has a direct username and password sent via Tapestry for Bug Club Online 

Reading. Thank you for those that have already contacted me. For Year 1 those of you 

that are more confidence readers it would be a good idea to supplement their core bug 

club books with chapter book reading alongside an adult as this will build resilience for 

reading ready for year 2.  

If in reception an adult reading chapter books to your child will help with their 

concentration and inference skills with key questions based on – who, what, where, 

when, how, why things are occurring. Just think first page of Bugs Club comprehension 

but bigger! 

Well, this has been a very different summer newsletter to those in the past and I do 

hope everyone is staying healthy, happy and safe with their loved ones.  

Take care, 

Mrs Sharpe 

 


